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“The Magnificat was by turns exultant and sober.
Marvosh...was again the outstanding soloist.”
the boston globe

From success with the works of Bach and
Handel to the creation of new operatic
roles and 21st-century repertoire, American
contralto Emily Marvosh's vibrant and
engaging voice grabs the listener from the
first crisp note and leaves a distinct and
lasting impression.She is both a radiant
soloist and an adept chamber musician; and
she combines those skills in insightful ways
on the concert stage. Marvosh has a firm
grounding in the works of Bach, Handel, and
Vivaldi with the flexibility and intelligence to
communicate through several centuries of
repertoire in an appealing, genuine way.
As a compelling soloist in the classic
orchestral repertoire, she uses her
colorful, resonant instrument to striking
effect, resulting in strong, penetrating
characterizations.
As an inquisitive and committed chamber
musician, she engages deeply in each
performance and with her colleagues.
Frequent collaborations with composers give
her a passionate commitment to new music.
Critics and audiences alike respond to her
poised, charismatic presence on and offstage.
Outside the concert hall, Emily is a dedicated
advocate of educational outreach, music
entrepreneurship, and music for women.
She enjoys connecting with young musicians
and other artists, and thrives on personal
interactions within the broader Arts
community.
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Biography

American contralto Emily Marvosh has been gaining recognition for her
“sterling voice,” and “graceful allure,” on the stages of Carnegie Hall, Jordan
Hall, Disney Hall, Lincoln Center, Prague’s Smetana Hall, and Vienna’s
Stefansdom. Following her solo debut at Boston’s Symphony Hall in 2011,
she has been a frequent soloist with the Handel and Haydn Society under
the direction of Harry Christophers. Other recent solo appearances include
the Charlotte Symphony (Messiah), Tucson Symphony Orchestra (Mahler’s
3rd Symphony), Rhode Island Philharmonic (Messiah), Chorus Pro Musica
(Stravinsky’s Les Noces), Music Worcester (Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony),
L’academie (Vivaldi’s Nisi Dominus), Back Bay Chorale (Bach Magnificat), the
Brookline Symphony (Sea Pictures), the Boston Early Music Festival Fringe,
and the Chorus of Westerly (Dvor̆ak Stabat Mater), she is often featured on the
Music at Marsh Bach Cantata Series. Awards include the prestigious Adams
Fellowship at the Carmel Bach Festival (2013), the American Prize in the
Oratorio and Art Song divisions (2013), and second place in the New England
Regional NATSAA competition (2014).
Her contributions to 21st century repertoire and performance include world
premiere performances with Juventas New Music and the Manchester
Summer Chamber Music Festival, and in 2013, Miss Marvosh created the
roles of Viviane and the Mother in the world premiere of Hugo Kauder’s
Merlin with the Hugo Kauder Society. She is a founding member of the
Lorelei Ensemble, which promotes innovative new music for women. Of a
recent Lorelei performance, one critic wrote, “Marvosh, whose stage presence
was a joy to behold, offered a tone that had the velvety soulfulness of a cello…
and lent a refreshing pious solemnity to this more joyful of Mass texts.”
A frequent recitalist and proud native of Michigan, she has created a
chamber recital that celebrates the history and culture of her home state. The
Michigan Recital Project features commissions by emerging composers and
performances by fellow Michiganders. The recital, for which Miss Marvosh
won a St. Botolph Club Foundation Emerging Artist Award, has ongoing
performances across the country.
Ensemble appearances in the past and upcoming seasons include the Oregon
Bach Festival under the direction of Helmut Rilling, the Bachakademie
Stuttgart, Portland Baroque Orchestra, True Concord Voices and Orchestra,
Boston Camerata, the Skylark Chamber Ensemble, the Yale Choral Artists,
and Cambridge Concentus. A regular member of Miami-based Seraphic Fire,
Miss Marvosh can be heard on their recent grammy-nominated recording of
Brahms's Ein Deutsches Requiem. She holds degrees from Central Michigan
University and Boston University. www.emilymarvosh.com
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Press

“Marvosh sang wonderfully,
with ample strength in her
low register and a graceful
allure in her high range.”
boston musical intelligencer

“The stand-out performance for the work came
from mezzo-soprano Emily Marvosh, whose
rich, sonorous voice brought a delightfully dark
and subtle flavor to the evening.”
classical voice of new england

“Emily
Marvosh,
with her
silvery,
lush voice,
performed...
with a
moving and
bitter touch.”
boston classical
review

“Of particular note was Emily Marvosh’s raw performance...
Marvosh presented a smooth, yet surprisingly warm tone
that remained poignantly expressive while presenting an
impassive account of the tragic text.”
boston musical intelligencer
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Repertoire
Full repertoire available upon request

selected orchestral works
Bach: St. John Passion, St. Matthew
Passion, Christmas Oratorio,
Magnificat, Mass in B Minor
Beethoven: Ninth Symphony
Durufle: Requiem

Dvor̆ak: Stabat Mater
Elgar: Sea Pictures
Handel: The Messiah
Mahler: Symphony No. 2,
Symphony No. 3, Kindertotenlieder
Mendelssohn: Elijah

Mozart: Mass in C Minor,
Requiem
Pergolesi: Stabat Mater
Stravinsky: Les Noces
Vivaldi: Gloria

recital and chamber offerings

special projects

Ferrier and Walter: the recital (with piano)
The friendship between the English
contralto Kathleen Ferrier and the German
conductor Bruno Walter flowered in the
strained international atmosphere following
WWII, illustrating how the power of
music can overcome language barriers
and national identities. This recital follows
the form of their favorite collaborations,
and intersperses between the pieces short
anecdotes about their lives and friendship.

Lorelei Ensemble
Emily is a founding member of this octet, which advances the
women’s vocal ensemble through passionate, engaging artistry
and creative collaboration. Educational offerings and smaller
ensemble bookings available. For more information, www.
loreleiensemble.com

A Late Quintet: 20th/21st century works for
voice and string quartet (chamber music)
A thought-provoking concert featuring
works from our own time, redefining
the way the human voice functions in a
chamber ensemble. Composers range from
Pulitzer Prize winner Caroline Shaw to Arvo
Paert, Sofia Gubaidulina, Karl Stockhausen
and Ned Rorem
Naked Baroque (chamber music)
When all the strings and winds are stripped
away, the continuo group is exposed: just
three musicians make up the fundamental
ensemble of Baroque music. An evening of
sensuous, deceptively simple music invites
audiences to uncover hidden depths in the
music of Monteverdi, Vivaldi, Handel, and
more…we’ll even let you leave the lights on.

Betty and Veronica (With Brenna Wells, soprano and
Catherine Liddell, theorbo)
Soprano-Alto duo with a distinctive blonde/brunette contrast
offer 17th and 18th century European repertoire with a few
quirky twists. Two specific programs available, or repertoire
can be tailored or requested.
Michigan Recital Project (With Margot Rood, soprano
and two additional musicians)
20th- and 21st century chamber music that celebrates Emily’s
home state. Two English-language programs available (with
piano or with strings).

education/outreach
“Everything You’ve Always Wanted To Know About a
Performance Career But Were Afraid To Ask,”
A 90-minute interactive discussion about the realities of being
a full-time performing musician. Most valuable for University
students finishing their Bachelor or Master’s degree.
Vocal masterclass focusing on the communication between
singer, musical partners, and the audience. Any music is
welcome but Lieder, Oratorio, and Chamber Music should
dominate.
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